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L - CABINET  | DESCRIPTION

L - CABINET

Many processes in laboratory facilities needs a larger area with 
appropriate covering ventilation. Most of these processes could be 
done in a LAF bench.
 
The L - cabinet is a basic LAF bench which covers most of the demands 
for ventilated areas in a lab. And concerning the size – both standard 
size and customized sizes are offered.
 
The lacquered metal cabinet with a bottom in stainless steel gives a 
solid frame. The tempered glass windows hanged in a balanced system 
makes it easy to open and close the window or place it in any position. 
The built-in light is strong and gives even light.
 
The filter holder is solid and makes the change of the filter easy.
 
The L - cabinet is equipped with ventilator up to a size of 1200 x 600 x 
1200 mm. For larger dimensions the ventilator is placed externally. In 
any case the L - cabinet has a noise reduction reduced for maximum 
comfort of operation.

An electronic system controls the air - volume according to the 
open area of the window. The air flow is > 0,5 m/s in the window line. A 
warning system for filter change is also included.
 
The L - cabinet could be delivered with a standard bench or with 
electrical adjustment of the height for sitting or standing work.

L - CABINET  |  FEATURES

Technical specifications

Features of the L - cabinet include:

Solid powder lacquered steel construction

Balanced window from tempered glass

Built - in ventilators with noise reduction

Easy operation and maintenance

Standard or customized size and 
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L -CABINET  |  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS

PRODUCT WEIGHTITEM NO. WIDTH (A) HEIGHT (B) DEPTH (C) VOLTAGE

L-Cabinet 75 kg901150 1100 mm 1050 mm 580 mm 230 V

RELATED PRODUCTS
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Please visit  www.rectus.dk  for more detailed information or contact us directly on  info@rectus.dk !
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OPTIONS

Our L-Cabinet can be custom designed and manufactured according to customers specifications!

CUSTOM DESIGN
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SD 01G-Box
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SD 02G-Box XL
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